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13 esma ST
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RE: DA2017/1274 - 52 Cabbage Tree Road BAYVIEW NSW 2104
Dear Sir .
Addressing the issue at hand is it really that necessary that this developer has to
destroy this site ,at the end of the argument its all about money .
The better the site the more profit there is in this for the developer only , simple as
that .No one else benefits more from this .
The Jobs and growth argument doesn't weigh into this , the jobs are only temporary
and at the cost of the wildlife forever.
The developer and shareholders are the only ones to profit from this total lack of
respect to endangered wildlife and the everyday taxpayer who is entitled to go out
and enjoy a bushwalk and perhaps be privileged enough to see some of this wildlife
which in reality belongs to all Australians .
The more you give to this developer the more you take from our wildlife and the
everyday Australian .With the current land rate clearance and the alarming number
of endangered species growing bigger everyday I am honestly and with respect truly
baffled how the destruction of this land can even be contemplated .
We are always hearing how councils and politicians care for there country and the
community this is where we see who has more value to the benefit of all , a profit for
own self developer or the Australian wildlife which coincidently can only be found in
this region , once there gone , there gone for good .
If you have grandchildren do you think they would or would of liked to see these
animals in the wild .
Please dont take this land and its invaluable wildlife from all Australians ,present and
future .
Thankyou for your time and patience
Peter Yeates

